Reviewer 1

This paper compares estimates of climate changes damages to GDP with costs of mitigation in order to identify the level of warming that minimizes the combined welfare losses. This is an important and innovative contribution. It is widely recognized that the cost-benefit IAMs used to make statements about optimal warming levels rely on outdated science. Much attention has been devoted recently to improving the representation of climate damages in these models. But the representation of mitigation costs is equally flawed. This paper makes a substantial advance in improving the representation of mitigation costs and combining with recent results of the magnitude of climate damages in order to assess optimal warming levels.

In addition to tackling an important question, the paper does a good job of examining sensitivity to preference parameters (specifically the pure rate of time preference and inequality aversion) and of communicating uncertainty from both climate models and damage function estimation. Nevertheless, I have five major concerns about the current manuscript – three related to the damage function and two to the mitigation cost estimates.

Damage Function

Thank you for your critical and excellent comments. We thoroughly revised the manuscript. We added significant discussion on assumptions and limitations of the study and included about 20 additional references. This includes a better explanation of the REMIND model and a discussion of uncertainty when modeling the mitigation cost side. For a point of comparison, we calculated aggregated mitigation cost curves for the latest scenario results of all models reported in the public dataset of the IPCC SR1.5 Scenario Database (https://data.ene.iiasa.ac.at/iamc-1.5c-explorer/) used in the IPCC special report on 1.5°C and show how the REMIND model results relate to it. Some of your concerns point to crucial questions of ongoing and future science that are best addressed in further studies, e.g. better understanding the persistence of damages and its effect on a cost-benefit analysis. In the revised document we now point to those directions for future research, while we more accurately convey the new aspects, insights and limitations/assumptions of our study.

With these responses we submit a manuscript that contains all tracked changes in response to the reviewer comments.

1. The paper uses results from the regression presented in Burke, Hsiang and Miguel (BHM). In the main specification, BHM assume that the growth rate effects estimated are permanent losses to growth. In fact, evidence for this is fairly weak – including one additional lag term substantially decreases the effect size and produces standard errors that overlap zero (BHM, Extended Data Figure 2c). More recent work has also shown suggested that the effects estimated by BHM are unlikely to be fully persistent (1). Given the indeterminacy in regression results regarding the question of whether these are growth or level effects, the authors should present using damage function specifications that include additional lag terms.

Thank you for pointing to this important assumption. Assumptions about the persistence of damages clearly influence the total damage costs and thus the result of our study. Burke et al. (see Extended data figure 2a below) differentiate three cases with increasing damage: i) level effects, ii) one-year-growth effects (leading to persistent level effects. You termed this ‘full persistence’.), and iii) persistent growth effects. The latter case (as defined) includes additional future growth effects in response to an initial climate-change-related event. Hsiang and Jina, 2014, show such additional annual growth rate reductions until about 15-20 years after a disaster based on cyclone data. Assuming one-year-growth
effects not only neglects a potential recovery (towards level effects) but also excludes potential additional growth decreases in following years (towards persistent growth effects).

In addition, a more-complex combined case is possible and seems plausible at least for e.g. severe extreme weather events: additional growth decreases could first increase the cumulated damage compared to one-year-growth effects, before recovery allows returning towards an original growth trajectory, which could be regarded as a larger multi-year level effect.

The assumption of one-year-growth effects leads to higher damages than pure level effects and to lower damages compared to persistent-growth effects. The relation to a larger multi-year level effect depends on its duration and amplitude (and also on the pure rate of time preference).

Trying to consider the full range of possible assumptions of persistence is both valuable and challenging, as we argue below. In the manuscript, we now point to this as one possible next step for further research (which is of course already going on). This would ideally be based on a regression analysis that consistently derives damage estimates for different assumptions of persistence. One way is to increasingly include time lags into the regression analysis (next paragraph). As an alternative, one could assume a functional form of damage decay (e.g. exponential) and scan through different parameter values. Cumulated damages for a range of persistence values could then be combined with mitigation costs.
The magnitude and temporal structure of damages is uncertain, specifically when increasing the time horizon to derive insights on the persistence of damages. Burke et al. tried quantifying the latter by including lags in the regression. The resulting regression parameters get increasingly uncertain with more lags and the resulting damage impact is unclear. While for zero lags (=fully persistent damages) Burke’s functional assumption of a parabolic (non-linear) response function can be confirmed very well within the uncertainty ranges (95% confidence interval) (see Burke’s extended data figure below 2c, top right panel), this changes with the introduction of lags. Specifically for three- and five-year lags (2c, bottom), the median regression results (black) are embedded in broad confidence intervals that allow for all sorts of functional response shapes and magnitudes. The median realization is below the x axis such that if a linear decline of dY/dT is assumed, the corresponding quadratic response function does not have a maximum anymore and also very cold countries would lose from any warming. The limited size of the data set (<10000) lets the signal get very weak when introducing additional variables (such as lags). While the cumulated damages (median values) reduce with introducing one lag pointing towards level effects, the impacts significantly increase with more lags. Given this and the increased uncertainty, we regard the lag-analysis (and question of persistence) as inconclusive.

Newell et al. 2018² (thank you for pointing us to this working paper) evaluate the performance of growth and level effect models with respect to the statistical significance of their results. They conclude that while the best-performing models are those that relate temperature to GDP levels, it cannot be precluded that growth-effect models are superior. Burke and Tanutama³ (working paper) very recently provide additional evidence for growth effects in a sub-national impact study.
To sum up, the question of level vs. growth effects is relevant and open. We argue that a consideration of a range of persistence assumptions would ideally be based on a consistent empirical analysis that varies a persistence parameter. This is beyond the scope of our analysis. Here we assume one-year-growth effects and honestly communicate this important assumption. The effect of this assumption, in terms of how results are impacted cannot yet be answered in terms of magnitude and sign, as there is literature arguing towards both either level effects (which would reduce cumulate damages) or more persistent growth effects (increasing cumulated damages). We regard our focus and contribution as the combination of Burke’s default parameterization of damage response (with high regression parameter robustness based on the assumption of one-year-growth effects) with global climate mitigation costs. We emphasize this now in the abstract, the introduction and the discussion and conclusion. Thanks again for inspiring us to deeper thinking and clarification on this issue. We also added this detailed discussion to the appendix.

2. The authors are using a damage function specification that allows for different effects between rich and poor countries. As best I can determine, these classifications are fixed (i.e. a particular country remains on the poor damage function throughout the simulation, no matter how rich it gets). Instead the authors should account for the fact that poor countries are becoming richer over time, and therefore should eventually transition to the “rich” damage function after passing a certain income threshold.

We have already been applying the suggested procedure. We had been stating that there is a fixed separating GDP value $y$. Now we describe in more detail that the countries are newly evaluated against this separating value depending on each year’s GDP level:

“The separating value $y$ is the median per-capita GDP in 2010, i.e. at the end of Burke’s historical period. We do not assume that countries remain in the rich or poor category, but their response function is evaluated on the basis of each year’s per capita GDP. Poor countries increasingly transition across the per-capita GDP threshold into the regime where the ‘rich’ specification for the response function is applied.” (see supplement A2)

3. I am unconvinced by the approach taken to try and “match” the climate damages based on RCP scenarios to the REMIND mitigation cost scenarios. The cumulative nature of the GDP impacts, combined with time discounting, means specific temperature trajectories could have a large effect on estimated damages. This means the interpolation approach taken here is almost certainly invalid since a least-cost approach to a peak warming of X degrees is different from any given RCP. Given the simplicity of damage estimates here (i.e a very simple function of population-weighted temperature change), I am not clear why the REMIND temperature trajectories themselves were not used to calculate damages, allowing for a direct mapping between damages and mitigation costs.

We understand your concern. The reason why we cannot use the same temperature trajectories is that the REMIND model is not coupled with a GCM, but with MAGICC ('Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse Gas Induced Climate Change'). This is a reduced-complexity model that is often used by the IPCC, for key scientific publications, and by a number of Integrated Assessment Models. It calculates temperatures only with annual temporal resolution and for four earth sub-systems: ocean, land, northern and southern hemisphere

The resulting challenge is linking mitigation costs from the REMIND model and damage estimates based on a suite of GCM simulations. We have to find some kind of linking procedure because we rely on using GCMs for two reasons:
1. Using GCMs we can reflect climate modelling uncertainties via the variety of different approaches used and assumptions made by the different climate modelling teams.

2. Using GCMs allows to apply a high spatial resolution to then derive population-weighted temperatures based on spatially highly-resolved (0.5° x 0.5°) dynamic population projections and to then derive country-specific temperature data for each country to then derive country-specific GDP losses.

We agree with the reviewer that costs on both sides, mitigation and damages, depend on the temperature trajectories (i.e. on the timing of mitigation and damages). Ideally, we would have an identical set of temperature trajectories for a sufficient number of scenarios (~10) that span the full global warming range. However, running new GCM scenarios for several models is a tremendous effort that does not sufficiently strengthen the key point of this analysis: This study is showing that i) empirical estimates from a new research strand can be and need to be combined with detailed mitigation cost estimates (ideally from detailed integrated assessment models like REMIND), and that ii) a partial analysis combining empirical damages with one of the best state-of-the-art energy-economy-climate models shows that under assumptions on adaptation and persistence the “optimal” temperature increase is in the range of the Paris agreement for a wide range on normative assumptions on equality and time preference. Given that we could not build our analysis on an identical set of temperature trajectories for both mitigation and damage scenarios, we had to match both sides as described and made sure that their qualitative shape is similar. We had been excluding RCP60 from the analysis before as its emission trajectory is qualitatively different from the other RCPs and the REMIND scenarios.

The reviewer’s concern points to a general weakness of the analysis, which is that it is a partial analysis. We acknowledge this weakness but nevertheless choose this approach for three reasons:

1. We want to make use of the high spatial resolution (i.e. countries across the world) that the damage response curve allows for. To our knowledge there is no model available that would allow for an integrated analysis with this spatial resolution.

2. An integrated analysis would be numerically very demanding. The partial analysis allows us to scan through multiple assumptions, i.e. normative assumptions on equality and time preference as well as accounting for climate uncertainties as given by the suite of GCMs.

3. The implementation of an empirical-based response function into an economic growth model (such as REMIND) is not straightforward as growth is endogenous to those models. It would require additional assumptions on the channel or pathway through which the damages are transmitted and a careful calibration to make sure the GDP effect is realized as shown in the empirical data. Moore and Diaz demonstrate how this can be done for the DICE model using empirical damage estimates based on Dell et al. and using two pathways: total factor productivity growth and capital depreciation empirical estimates.

There are weaknesses of a partial analysis. The biggest two we see and now discuss in the manuscript are:

1. Related to the above point of temperature trajectories: Only an integrated analysis would see trade-offs of mitigation and damage costs in time, i.e. when shifting mitigation efforts in time. The trajectory of mitigation efforts, temperature and damages changes while the maximum global warming level may remain unchanged. Unpublished studies with REMIND show that implementing damage (at the expense of losing empirical information) shifts mitigation efforts to earlier years to avoid short-term growth losses, in particular if those are persistent.

2. Only an integrated analysis can account for interactions of climate damages and climate mitigation, e.g. for energy supply (impacts of climate change on renewable resource potentials and variability) or impacts of climate change on energy demand.
Both of these points cannot be considered in our partial analysis. We have now included a paragraph describing this limitation.

In our view, the scientific community should move towards trying to overcome these weaknesses, potentially by iteratively integrating mitigation and damage side more without losing key detail. One way of getting there is learning from a variety of (future) studies, more detailed partial ones, and less detailed integrated ones, and trying to synthesize robust findings to then derive a better understanding of the crucial aspects and detail that an integrated analysis should represent. We included >20 more references in the manuscript including a more extensive discussion of how our approach is different from other approaches taken so far.
Mitigation Costs:

1. Given the main contribution of this paper is the comparison of mitigation costs with climate damages, far more information is needed on how mitigation costs are estimated in the REMIND model. At the moment there is only a very cursory paragraph describing this. Questions I would like answered include 1) how is energy demand estimated? 2) is the same SSP2 used to estimate energy demand? 3) how elastic is energy demand in the model and what is the empirical basis for this? 4) are these general equilibrium costs? 5) if not, to what extend are they likely to over- or under-estimate general equilibrium costs (particularly important for very ambitious mitigation targets)? 6) what are the uncertainties on the mitigation costs?

We revised the manuscript and added more information on REMIND. Below we provide answers to your questions. For more details on model descriptions we refer to these sources:


The reason why we had put more emphasis on describing the damage side was that the empirical approach was rather new. The REMIND model, on the other hand, is one of about a dozen established state-of-the-art energy-economy-climate models also referred to as IAMs. These IAMs are more detailed than cost-benefit IAMs such as the DICE model, i.e. they have more explicit process detail (e.g. ~50 energy conversion technologies). The detail of the REMIND model is mainly limited by future techno-economic parameter uncertainties and the numerical capacity of PIK’s supercomputer. The REMIND model has been developed for ~15 years and is operated and further refined by a group of ~20 people at PIK. It is used in e.g. the IPCC reports (e.g. AR4, AR5, special report on renewables, special report on 1.5°C) and was recently chosen by the UN Finance Initiative to inform about climate-related transition risks (https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/EXTENDING-OUR-HORIZONS.pdf).

**Question 1) - 3)**

Energy demand is an endogeneous variable to the model and determined as part of a macro-economic production function with constant elasticity of substitution (nested CES production function, see figure S5 which shows the structure and elasticities). This production function has been calibrated for consistency with historic trends, i.e. this specifically includes assumptions about future improvements of the productivity of input factors. For example, to calibrate baseline GDP, which is an endogenous result of the growth engine in REMIND, we adjust labor productivity parameters in an iterative procedure to e.g. reproduce the OECD’s GDP reference scenarios. The macro-economic core and the energy system module are hard-linked via the final energy demand and costs incurred by the energy system. Economic activity results in demand for final energy such as transport energy, electricity, and non-electric energy for stationary end uses.
For the baseline scenario (without climate change), final energy in REMIND is calibrated to projections from the EDGE2 model (Energy Demand Generator, version 2). EDGE2 integrates econometric projections based on historical trends with scenario assumptions about long-term developments. The econometric projections play an important role in the short term while scenario assumptions rather influence the long-term behavior. The EDGE2 model covers six energy carriers—biomass, coal, electricity, liquids, gas, district heat—and six sectors—residential, commercial, industry, non-energy use, agriculture and fisheries. (https://www.iamcdocumentation.eu/index.php/Energy_demand_-_REMIND)

The REMIND scenarios (GDP, energy baseline demands) used for the manuscript at hand are calibrated such that they are close to a SSP2 scenario. For the buildings sector, a thorough explanation of how baseline buildings energy demand projections are derived and how they differ in the different SSP scenarios is given by Levesque et al., How much energy will buildings consume in 2100? A global perspective within a scenario framework, Energy, Volume 148, 1 April 2018, Pages 514-527 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0360544218301671

Question 4)

Yes. With REMIND, it is possible to compute the co-operative Pareto-optimal global equilibrium including inter-regional trade as the global social optimum using the Negishi method, or the non-cooperative market solution among regions using the Nash concept. In the absence of non-internalized externalities between regions, these two solutions coincide.

Question 6)

Uncertainty in results of energy-economy-climate model is typically analyzed by means of multi-model ensembles and in dedicated model-intercomparison projects, partly because structural differences matter. Note that in contrast Gillingham, Nordhaus et al. recently found that parametric uncertainty is more
important than uncertainty in model structure for six models consisting of both cost-benefit and more detailed IAMs: DICE, FUND, GCAM, MERGE, IGSM, and WITCH. There are about one dozen well-established models in the global community of detailed integrated-assessment models, which shape the transformation pathway chapters as well as the summary for policy makers sections of the IPCC reports.

Here we consider the cross-model variance in two ways. First, we now calculated aggregated mitigation cost curves for the latest model runs of all models used in the IPCC special report on 1.5°C to display the variance of results and how the REMIND model relates to it. We include a figure in the appendix of the paper. Second, we present results from Kriegler et al., who conducted a purely diagnostic model study comparing several indicators including mitigation cost indicators on which we focus here.

The below figure shows a comparison of REMIND mitigation costs used in this study with recent results of all models used in the IPCC special report on 1.5°C. We calculated mitigation cost curves as a function of maximal global warming (until 2100). The costs are aggregated consumption losses relative to a baseline scenario (undiscounted for 2020-2050, left, and 2020-2100, right). The scenarios are filtered such that delayed action scenarios and constrained technology portfolio scenarios are removed. With decreasing warming limits, the models show steeply increasing costs that mark a threshold of further limiting global warming. Due to the high climate damages in Burke et al., this threshold determines to a large extend the optimal warming level in our study. Apart from the MERGE model, all models show this threshold in between 1.5 and 2°C. The REMIND model gives the median results of the five models in the IPCC SR1.5 Scenario Database (https://data.ene.iiasa.ac.at/iamc-1.5c-explorer/).

We included these figures and a discussion in the appendix of the paper.
Kriegler et al.\textsuperscript{11} conducted a purely diagnostic model study comparing several indicators including mitigation cost indicators on which we focus here. Below we show all five indicators of mitigation costs that are analyzed in the paper.

All cost indicators show significant differences across models. Results of the REMIND model are close to the across-model median. Using a different IAM model is likely to impact the result of our study. Expanding this study to using a different model, which would mean including other modeling teams to conduct the required model runs, is beyond our scope. The REMIND model seems to be a somewhat representative model giving a middle of the road estimate for mitigation costs.

We discuss the impact of this uncertainty on the results in the discussion part of the paper. We carefully conclude that expanding the analysis to a broader set of IAMs would change model-specific results by about +/- 0.2 °C for most models, while the median result remains roughly the same.
Fig. 10. Development of the cost per abatement value (CAV) indicator over time and for two different tax scenarios: an exponentially increasing tax starting at $50 in 2010 (left panel) and a constant $200 carbon tax (right panel). Markers indicate the model for which the CAV was deduced. Solid lines indicate GE models, whereas dotted lines indicate PE models.

Mitigation costs (4% discount rate) World (2010–2050)

Fig. 8. Intertemporally aggregated mitigation costs (as a percentage of baseline consumption or GDP) for the periods 2010–2050 (left column) and 2010–2100 (right column). Cost measures differ for general (to the right of the vertical line) and partial equilibrium models (to the left). The scenarios listed from top to bottom in the figure legend are shown from left to right bars for each model.
Fig. 2. Relative abatement index over time and across models as deduced from the exponentially increasing carbon tax scenario starting at $50 in 2010 and increasing by 4% per year (left panel) and the constant $200 carbon tax scenario (right panel).

Fig. 3. Marginal abatement cost (MAC) curves for CO₂ fossil fuel and industry emissions as deduced from the exponentially increasing carbon tax scenarios in the diagnostic study. Emissions reductions as a fraction of baseline emissions are plotted against carbon price levels for the years 2045 (left panel) and 2080 (right panel). The emissions reductions in the carbon tax scenarios and the origin are combined into a MAC curve (dashed lines).
2. My main specific concern regarding mitigation costs surrounds the endogeneity of energy demand. A world where climate change damages have reduced GDP by up to 40% compared to baseline is a world with very different energy demand compared to a world without climate damages. The costs of reaching particular temperature targets would be correspondingly lower. A couple recent papers have examined this feedback between climate damages and the energy system (2, 3). My understanding is that this is not currently addressed. Ideally the authors would re-run REMIND, adjusting energy demand to account for the GDP damages.

Yes, the interaction of mitigation and damage costs is not part of the partial approach. This question is a very complex one that goes beyond the link through energy demand. We included the following discussion in the main text of the paper.

We combine two partial analyses, for mitigation and damage costs. Not integrating them on the system level neglects three main interactions. First, climate induced reductions of economic productivity and associated reductions in energy demand would lead to reduced emissions without explicit mitigation measures, while climate impacts might reduce financial resources for climate mitigation. Second, climate impacts might change the future energy supply by their impact on renewable potentials and temporal variability (hydro, biomass, solar or wind power) and extreme weather events on energy infrastructure such as storm-induced transmission breakdowns and power outages or limited cooling water for nuclear or thermal plants (for further literature see this review: Cronin et al., 2018). Third, we did not analyze to what extent a full internalization of climate damages would shift the welfare optimal timing of mitigation to avoid short-term damages compared to a mitigation scenario that focuses only on limiting global warming. Reflecting those various interactions in an integrated study is complex and a future task to the scientific modeling communities. Accounting for these interactions requires a better process-understanding by which channels climate impact unfold and more empirical quantifications following pioneering work for individual processes e.g. energy demand. Currently, the macro-level
temperature response identified by Burke et al., 2015 could not be broken down to individual processes. It even seems difficult and premature to conclude on the overarching magnitude or sign of climate impacts on the energy transitions and mitigation costs.

Minor Comments
- The authors discuss extensively the limitations and uncertainties involved in the damage function calculation. I think it is important to have similar discussion about mitigation costs (e.g. why these might be either over or under estimates) and what effect that would have on the conclusions. Particularly given the fact that uncertainties in mitigation costs are not quantified.
  Done in the discussion (and introduction) part of the paper.

- I don’t think the term “non-economic” is appropriate for describing losses that are not captured by GDP. Economics captures any change that affects human welfare, including effects on ecosystems or health that would not be captured by GDP. The term “non-market” would be more appropriate.
  Done. Thank you!
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